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ABSTRACT

Recent Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) experiments in TORE SUPRA and JET are
reported. Large multijunction launchers have allowed the coupling of 5 MH to the
plasma for several seconds with a maximum of 3.3 kw/cm2. Measurements of the
scattering matrices of the antennae show good agreement with theory. The current
drive efficiency in TORE SUPRA is about 0.2 x 1020 AirT2/H with LH power alone and
reaches 0.4 x 1020 Am"2/W in JET thanks to a high volume-averaged electron
temperature (1.3 keV) _and also to a synergy between Lower Hybrid and Fast
Magnetosonic Haves. At n» - 1.5 x 1019 m"J in TORE SUPRA, sawteeth are suppressed
and m - 1 MHD oscillations the frequency of which clearly depends on the amount of
LH power are observed on soft X-rays, and also on non-thermal ECE. In JET ICRH
produced sawtooth-free periods are extended by the application of LHCD (2.9 s. with
4 MW ICRH) and current profile broadening has been clearly observed consistent with
off-axis fast_electron populations. LH power modulation experiments performed in
TORE SUPRA at n. » 4 x 10" m~3 show a delayed central electron heating despite the
off-axis creation of supratherjnal electrons, thus ruling out the possibility of a
direct heating through central wave absorption. A possible explanation in terms of
anomalous fast electron transport and classical slowing down would yield a
diffusion coefficient of the order of 10 m2/s for the fast electrons. Other
interpretations such as an anomalous heat pinch or a central confinement
enhancement cannot be excluded. Finally, successful pellet fuelling of a partially
LH driven plasma was obtained in TORE SUPRA, 28 successive pellets allowing the
density to rise to ne - 4 X 10

19 m"3. This could be achieved by switching the L't
power off for 90 ms before each pellet injection, i.e. without modifying
significantly the current density profile.
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I - INTRODUCTION

Despite their differing purposes and scientific goals, the TORE SUPRA and JET Lower
Hybrid (LH) programs have been carried out under close collaboration. The long
pulse 3 HW/3.7 GHz system installed on the TORE SUPRA superconducting tokamak is
one of the main tools for obtaining quasi steady state discharges for periods much
longer than the resistive time. This will allow the study of plasma heating,
confinement/ current drive and profile control, fuelling, impurity behaviour and
plasma wall interaction, in conditions close to those required for a thermonuclear
reactor and over relevant time scales. The JET LH experiment is aimed more
specifically at controlling the current density profile and at stabilizing the
discharge with respect to MHD activity, e.g. by breaking the strong link which
exists through neoclassical resistivity between the ohmic current density and the

See appendix.



electron temperature profile. It is thought that the confinement properties of the
resulting steady, sawtooth-free plasma will be good enough to demonstrate the
scientific feasibility of a tokamak fusion reactor.

TORE SUPRA resumed operation in January 1991 after a 3 month interruption and this
paper will deal mainly with results of the recent experimental campaign with the
full LH capability at a toroidal field of 3.9 Teslas. As far as JET is concerned,
only a short time was devoted during the autumn of 1990 to LH experiments while one
third of the total power capability was installed. Nevertheless the results which
have been obtained so far are highly encouraging.

In both experiments, LH studies have focussed on the following major subjects :
i) Assessment of the multijunction (MJ) launcher as an efficient multi-megawatt
antenna with good coupling characteristics and spectrum control,
ii) steady-state current drive capability and efficiency during current flat top
at various magnetic fields, plasma currents, electron densities and temperatures,
iii) electron heating and confinement, including power deposition profiles and
synergetic effects due to simultaneous Ion Cyclotron Resonant Heating (ICRH) and
Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD),
iv) profile control studies including the localization of fast electron tails and
its consequences for the total current density and qv profiles, as well as the
effect of LHCD on sawteeth stabilization ("monster sawteeth"),
v) LH power modulation experiments bringing some new insight into the physics of
fast electrons and in particular their possible anomalous diffusion and their
impact on heat deposition/transport and on MHO stability,
vi) pellet fuelling of long pulse plasmas partially driven by uH waves, allowing
significant primary flux savings to be made.

The main differences between the TORE SUPRA and JET LH experiments lie in the
plasma target performances. TORE SUPRA is a circular cross-section tokamak (major
radius R « 2.4 m, minor radius a S 0.8 ml, routinely operated so far at a toroidal
magnetic field approaching 4 Teslas on axis. Up to now the maximum plasma current
has been 1.9 MA and line-averaged density na < 8 x 10

19 m"3. Ohmic plasmas have an
electron temperature around 3 keV on axis with n0 « 2 x 10

19 m~3, Ip - 1.6 MA, and
contain around 0.32 MJ with a global energy confinement time tç * 200 ms. JET has
the capability of being operated both in a material limiter or magnetic limiter
(X points) configuration. The plasma is 0-shaped with major radius 3 m and minor
radius - 1 m with elongation K » 1.5. The magnetic field was 2.8 Teslas on axis
during LH experiments and the plasma current either 2 or 3 MA. Typical 3 MA ohmic
discharges contain 1.5 MJ with Tg - 600 ms.

JET has the advantage of yielding relatively high volume-averaged electron
temperatures with combined ICRH (4.5 MH) and LHCD (1.6 MW) . This has a direct
impact on the LHCD efficiency and is partly at the origin of quantitative
differences between the current drive efficiencies in TORE SUPRA and JET, thus
confirming JT-60 results [Ushigusa et al, (1990); Iraai et al. (1991)J.

2 - DESCRIPTION OF THE JET AND TORE SUPRA LOWER HYBRID SYSTEMS

a) Common fearurf»^

The lower hybrid systems installed on TORE SUPRA CMagne et al. (1988) ; Key se al.
(1988)], and later on JET [Gormezano et al. (1987); Pain et al. (1989)! are based
on 500 kw (cw) klystron amplifiers operating at a frequency of 3.7 GHz and
developped for TORE SUPRA. An upgraded version of the tubes which will deliver up
to 700 kw is now being prepared (JET) . A total of 16 (8) such klystrons are now
installed on TORE SUPRA (JET) and in 1992 the full LH system on JET will host a
total of 24 klystrons (12 MW) . The power is transmitted to the plasma through
oversized waveguides over distances of 20 m and 40 m for TORE SUPRA and JET
respectively. Each transmission line is terminated by a 3 dB hybrid junction which
divides the power delivered by each klystron. This allows the simultaneous feeding
of an upper and a lower antenna module.

The RF power is coupled to the plasma via multi junction launchers made of a number
of units each having one standard waveguide input and 8 reduced waveguide outputs
facing the plasma. Spectrum flexibility is provided by varying the phase between
adjacent units. Built-in phase shifters result in a 90° phasing between adjacent
output waveguides of a given unit. Such a unit is represented schematically in
Fig. 1 and contains a vacuum hybrid junction and 3 E-plane junctions, the designs
of which have been optimized taking into account the effect of the plasma load



[Litaudon and Moreau (1990)1. A photograph of a TORE SUPRA launcher as seen from
the vacuum chamber ia shown in Fig. 2. Up to now the maximum power density which
can be transmitted through these antennae has reached about 3.8 kw/cnr in TORE
SUPRA.
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Fig. 1.

b) Minor ppffitl i

Schematic drawing showing 2 multifunction units powered by one
klystron (top). Top view showing 3 E-plane junctions (bottom).

In TORE SUPRA, two horizontal rows of 8 juxtaposed MJ units form each antenna or
"coupler» powered by B klystrons. Two couplers are mounted on the machine through
adjacent ports. The units are copper made, isolated by a small 1 mm gap in order to
reduce the stresses during plasma disruptions and active water cooling is provided.
Finally, a passive waveguide is added on each side of each horizontal row of 32
reduced active waveguides and has the effect of reducing the electric field between
the antenna and the port, as well as the reflection coefficients in the edge units.
Both couplers then have a toroidal periodicity of 1.05 cm (except for the small
gaps every 4 waveguides), a septum thickness of 0.2 cm and a total width of 38 cm.
Four horizontal coherent wave packets are thus launched by each coupler with a
narrow n// spectrum (FWHM An// • 0.21 centered around n//faiK - 1.8 when all the
units are powered in phase. The low reflection coefficients typical of the
multi junction design has allowed the TORE SUPRA LH system to operate routinely
without any circulator protecting the klystrons.

Fig. 2. Photograph of a TORE SUPRA launcher taken from the vacuum
chamber.

The JET launcher is composed at the moment of two modules (LOP and LQC), LOG being
made of MJ units produced by CEA/Cadarache, with only 16 waveguides (4 units) in a
row and 4 horizontal rows. The JET prototype launcher (LOP) has the same number of
waveguides but is somewhat different from LOG in being made of stainless steel and
inertially cooled. No gap is provided between the units which are welded together



and therefore present to the plasm.1 <> perfect periodicity A - 1.1 cm with a 0.2 cm
wall thickness between waveguides. The FHHM of the launched spectrum is here
An// - 0.4 and a zero phasing results in a peak n// value n//pc,]K » 1.8. A nice
feature of the JET prototype launcher consists of vacuum loads which are mounted in
the fourth port of each unit (instead of short circuits) and which prevent the
occurrence of any unbalanced behaviour of the vacuum hybrid junctions in situations
where the plasma matching is poor.

3 - COUPLING OF LOWER HXBRID WAVES THROUGH MULTIJUNCTION ANTENNAE

Extensive coupling experiments have been performed both in TORE SUPRA and JET in
order to study the RF characteristics of the antennae and to find their optimum
positioning for LHCD experiments. As expected from theory, global reflection
coefficients in the range 1-2 % were obtained in a wide range of plasma densities
in both experiments, when the distance between the waveguide apertures and the
limiter did not exceed 3 cm. Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the reflection
coefficient on the phasing of the antenna - a broad minimum is observed for
phasings ranging between -90" and 4-90° - whereas Fig. 4 shows the dependence with
respect to the antenna position. It must be noted that due to a mispositioning
within the JET antenna frame LOP was 5 mm behind LOC. Much larger reflected powers
were measured on this coupler thus showing the influence of the short density decay
length in between "he protection tiles which form the antenna frame.
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Fig. 3. Experimental (squares) and theoretical (curve) global reflection
coefficients in TORE SUPRA versus antenna phasing for inner wall
plasmas. The density used in the calculation is deduced from
Langmuir probe measurements.
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Pushing the analysis further in TORE SUPRA, we have been able to deduce
experimentally the various scattering matrix elements of the multijunction
waveguide arrays [Litaudon et aj.(1991)]. As shown on Fig. 5, excellent agreement



was found with linear coupling theory using the SHAN code [Moreau and N'Guyen
(1984)] with plasma edge densities measured by Langrouir probes on the antenna
itself. The difference (due to design constraints) between the electrical lengths
of even and odd units of the TORE SUPRA launchers is clearly observed on the phases
of the diagonal elements su.

The previous measurements can advantageously be used to check the correct phasing
of the antenna. Because of reciprocity arguments (S|j * Sji) the small discrepancies
observed on Fig. S between Si] and Sji are necessarily due to uncertainties in our
measurements, incorrect phasings or phase measurement errors show up directly on
such diagrams by violating either the reciprocity theorem or by violating the
symmetries of the various antenna elements {even, odd/ etc). In JET, the MJ units
are all identical in a given row and we can assume that the Su coefficients are
equal. Thus, by varying the phase between two adjacent units and making use of the
reciprocity theorem, the phases at the grill aperture could be assessed. Therefore,
in both experiments, the experimental n// power spectra launched into the plasma
were deduced confidently from R.F. measurements (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 5. Modulus (left) and argument (right) of the TORE SUPRA launcher
scattering matrix elements for 8 juxtaposed units . Full
horizontal lines show results from the SHAN code.
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4 - CURRENT DRIVE EFFICIENCY

a) High density expérimenta in ohmîcally heated TORE fitIPRA plasmas

LH Current Drive signatures {non-thermal ECE and hard X-rays) were still observed
in TORE SUPRA at central densities approaching 1020 m~3 thus confirming the
potentiality of 3.7 GHz waves for high_density LHCD. The most documented series of
experiments has been conducted at ne - 4 x 10

19 m'3, in 1.6 MA/3.9 T helium
discharges. At this density and at high power the residual OH electric field assist
in driving the suprathermal current becomes small, and the steady state current
drive efficiency can be found simply by making the ohmic resistivity corrections
due to changes in electron temperature and 2o£( [Bizarro, Hoang et al. (1991)].
Fig. 7 displays an efficiency f~ n0RI[.t/Pr, which varies from 3.5 x 10

19 ABT7/W 'at
low power to atabi.' -ze at y " 2 x 1019 Am~*/W for RF powers larger than 2 MW. The
best performances correspond to an RF driven current Irf « 850 kA with Prj - 4 MW
and a 57% loop voltage drop. The phase dependences of the loop voltage drop and of
the non-thermal electron cyclotron emission (SCE) show a broad maximum around zero
phasing (Fig. 8). This can be correlated with the antenna performances ' (coupling,
directivity, spectrum) which exhibit a similar behaviour when measured by the
parameter Scd » <l/n

z//>/(l/n2//pedn) defined in [Litaudon and Moreau (1990)).
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Fig. 7, Current drive efficiency in Fig, 8. Loop vol tage drop {black
TORE SUPRA as a function of
LH power for Ip - 1.6 MA and
n. - 3.8 x le*9 m"3.
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b)

Early experiments in which the toroidal magnetic field was limited co Bf * 1.9
tesla had been characterized by a rather low efficiency (y = 1019 Am"2/W) for Ip -
600 kA and ne - 1.5 x 10

19 m"3. This was attributed to the poor penetration of the
waves. At 3.9 Teslas, a zero loop voltage plasma was marginally obtained at a line
averaged density ne - Z x 10

19 m"3 with 4.8 MW LH power. The time behaviour of
various signals during such a shot are shown in Fig. 9. At lower powers and
densities the effect of the residual electric field is generally important, as
shown in Fig. 10 where we have plotted the ratio of the power absorbed by the
suprathermal electrons from the ohmic field (Pel * Irf-Vloop) to the RF power which
is assumed to be absorbed by the resonant electrons (Paos - 0.6 ?rj due to spectrum
directivity and losses). For ne " 1.5 x JO

19 m"3, in agreement with theoretical
estimates (full curves) [Karney and Fisch (1986)], up to SO-70% of the fast
electron energy comes from the ohmic field. This contributes substantially to the
high apparent efficiency obtained at relatively low LH power (Fig.7). At higher
power, Pei/Pjbs drops to about 10 4 according to our estimate and therefore the
efficiency becomes independent of the LH power.

Most probably because of a synergy between LHCD and ICRH but also because of a
higher electron temperature (volume-averaged <Te> - 1.9 keV) current drive



efficiencies larger than 4 X1019 Am~2/W were observed in JET [Gocmezano ce al.
(1991); Jacquinot ec al. (1991)]. This result, was obtained with 1.6 MW LH power in
2.8 T/3 MA limiter discharges with additional ICRH (4 MM) in a D (H) plasma
(Fig. 11) . The loop voltage dropped by 50 % and after corrections due to
resistivity changes one findi that about 1.2 MA were driven by the waves. The
efficiency was rather independent of plasma current and phasing, except at large
phasings (n// •» 2.4), where it was significantly reduced. Because of the high
temperatures routinely obtained in JET the residual loop voltage is quite low
(< 0.25 V) and thus the OH assist on fast electrons is relatively unimportant as in
the high density TORE SUPRA discharges (Pei/Pabs - 10 %).
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Considering that TORE SUPRA results were obtained in plasmas with <Te> < 1.4 keV,
the comparison between the two experiments shows a stronger temperature scaling
than the one observed in JT-60 [Ushigusa et al. (1990); Imai et ai. (1991)]. This
supports the hypothesis of a LHCD/1CRH synergy in which about 10% of the ICRH power
would be directly absorbed by resonant electrons through Landau damping and transit
time magnetic pumping [Jacquinot ec al. (199D).

5 - ELECTRON HEATING AMD CONFINEMENT

The temperature profile was strongly peaked when LH power was applied at
ÏV - 1.5 x 1019 m"3 in TORE SUPRA. This is shown in Fig. 12 where a typical profile
deduced from Thomson scattering measurements is displayed. Central temperatures of
the order of 8 keV on axis were obtained in this density regime with 4 MW RF power
and the peaking factor, Te(0)/<Te>, increased from 2.2 to 3.
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Fig. 12. Electron temperature profile
in TORE SUPRA (shot n° 5705)
deduced from Thomson
scattering at central
electron density neo - 2.2 x
1019 nr3 with ohmic heating
alone (OH) and with 4 MW oC
additional LH power (OH-LK).

At central densities nc(0) - 5 x 10
19 m"3 in TORE SUPRA, the central electron

temperature was laised from 2 keV to 3 keV with an injected power of 4 MW and the
temperature increase scaled linearly with power. In these cases, the peaking factor
was approximately constant, indicating a broad power deposition profile through the
fast electron channel [Pecquet et al. (1991)1 in spite of a hollow hard X-ray
profile (§ 7) [Peysson et al. (1991) 1 . This will be further discussed later
together with modulation experiments. The global confinement time as deduced from
the diamagnetic flux measurements is found to degrade slightly faster than the
usual L-mode scaling and it is possible that the off-axis creation of fast
electrons and their radial transport are responsible for this.

Central electron heating has also been observed in JET in conditions where the fast
electron population was clearly produced off-axis Ir 3 0.4 m) (Froissard et al.
(1991)]. with LHCO alone, the confinement time also degrades faster than L-mode
Coldston law [Goldston et al. (19841J, but with combined LHCD/ICRH in the "monster
sawtooth regime" it is generally 10-15% higher than this law would predict. From
the LIDAR Thomson scattering diagnostic [Salzmann et al. (1987)] the central
temperature was found to increase from 2.5 keV to 3.5 keV with LH alone and from
6 fceV with 3.5 MW of ICRH to 9 keV with the combination of LH (1.6 MW) and ICRH
(1.5 MW, cf. Fig. 13). This result is quite interesting and a possible explanation
through the synergistic absorption of the fast magnetosonic wave by fast LH
produced electrons [Jacquinot et al. (1991)1 has been put forward. It would have
direct implications on future Fast Have Current Drive experiments.

6 - RAY-TRACING AND FOKKER-PLANCK SIMULATIONS

High density current drive experiments performed in TORE SUPRA were fairly well
simulated by the MIT/Varennes code [Sonoli and Englade (1986); Fuchs et al.
(1989)]. Typical outputs from such simulations are reproduced in (Bizarro, Hoang et
al. (1991)]. In these simulations an anomalous diffusion of the suprathermal



electrons and their perpendicular temperature were adjusted so that global
parameters agreed with the experimental ones. It must be noted that the simulated
rf current density profiles and rf absorption profiles are found to be extremely
hollow and peaked in the outer half of the discharge (r/a • 0.6). Low density
simulations did not provide as good an agreement with the data but further
simulations are in progress in which an approximate perpendicular temperature of
the electron tail derived from kinetic theory will be computed and used in the 1-D
Fokker-Plancfc model to calculate the LH current drive. This should reduce the
uncertainty in the modelling which is still very sensitive to some parameters
(perpendicular temperature, edge temperature/ poloidal launch angle ..). This is
due to the multipass absorption of the waves and is particularly important for D-
shaped plasmas.

JET simulations using similar codes [Brusati et aJ. (1989); Rimini (1991)1 show the
sa/ne trend, namely LH power deposition in the outer part of the plasma for central
densities larger than 3 x 1019 m"3. This off-axis deposition of the LH power is
consistent with hard X-ray measurements reported in the next section.

7 - RADIAL AND SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF THE FAST ELECTRON POPULATION

a) Low dpnsîty experifnAnKq

Fast electron Sremsstrahlung measurements are performed in TORE SUPRA through
5 lines of sight across the plasma [Peyroon et al. (1991)1. In mixed OH-LH low
density discharges, consistent with the centrally peaked electron heating described
above, X-ray emissivity is peaked at the center for photon energies up to 600 keV.
Such energies are higher than accessibility conditions would allow, and therefore
exhibit the acceleration of the fast electrons by the residual ohmic electric
field. This is consistent with the apparently enhanced current drive efficiency due
to the OH-LH synergy when Pei/Pjbj is large (Fig. 10).

b) High den*it-y pha-ta scan in TORE SM'RA

At densities n̂  « 4 x 1019 m"3, off-axis absorption of the lower hybrid waves can be
inferred from the emissivity profile. X-ray spectra extend up to 300-350 keV with a
slightly decreasing "photon temperature" when moving towards the edge of the
plasma. As shown in Fig. 14 the line integrated emission profile is quite broad for
energies around 50-100 keV and becomes hollow above 150 keV. This is in agreement
with LH wave accessibility constraints since 150 keV electrons resonate with
n// • 1.6 waves which should not exist inside r/a » 0.4 (Fig. 15).

Fig. 13. Electron temperature profile
in JET dp • 3 HA, Jnpdl - 5.5

x 1019 m"2) for ICRH alone and
combined ICRH + LHCD.
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A phase scan performed at the same density resulted in the curves displayed in
Fig. 16. The general bell-shaped behaviour of these data must be compared with the
phase dependences of the loop voltage drop and non-thermal ECE (Fig. 6) and may
also be mostly correlated with the "n//-weighted antenna directivity"
5CCj « <l/n

2//>/ (l/n^/peax) • This parameter characterizes the theoretical current
drive efficiency of a given spectrum in a homogeneous plasma slab (talcing into
account the negative effect of parasitic lobes) as compared to an ideal spectrum
6(n// - n// peak)- Ic is also a rough measure of the power launched in the most
efficient main lobe. Once corrections from this spectrum directivity have been
made, the effect of varying n//poah while changing the phasing of the antenna weakly
remains through the slight asymmetry of the high energy curveo which drop faster
for negative phases (accessibility) than for positive ones (Fig. 16), especially in
the range - 90" < Ai> < 90° i.e. where the spectrum 13 well defined.

c) Synergy between LHCD and TCTH in JET

Similar observations were made in JET with the Fast Electron Bremsstrahlung (FEB)
vertical camera through seven lines of sight [Froissard et al. (199D). The line-
integrated emission profiles were always hollow and this feature was more
pronounced at higher densities and higher X-ray energies. Simulations show that
such observations could only be explained if one assumes that the fast electron
population is mainly localized 50 cm away from the plasma center and almost
vanishes in the central region. <

with the simultaneous application of ICRH (1.5 MM) and LHCD (1.6 MW) the fast
electron radial distribution was still hollow and the energy dependence of the
suprathernial tail was much flatter. Apparent "photon temperatures" up to 800 keV
were observed from X-rays aa compared to 150 keV in the pure LHCD case [Jacquinot
et jj. (199DJ. This indicates that the fast wave was significantly coupled to the
fast electrons accelerated by the lower hybrid waves, thus explaining the improved
current drive efficiency and electron heating also observed in the combined LHCD -
ICRH scenario.
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Fig. 16. TORE SUPRA X-ray emission
along the central chord for 4
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8 - CURRENT DENSITY PROFILE MODIFICATIONS AND SAWTOOTH BEHAVIOUR

a) VariAf-ion of thp internal induf?f.anee and g prnfilgs

Co
ind
typ.

insistent with the hollow X-ray profiles just discussed, the internal self-
ductance was generally found to drop slightly in JET during the LH pulse, over a
•pical current diffusion time scale (8 sec). Magnetic reconstruction codes



(IDENTC) allow the evolution of the q profile to be deduced from magnetic
measurements. During combined LHCD and ICRH the central value of the safety factor
changes from 0.93 to 0.83 when the LH power is switched-off and replaced by the
same amount of ICRH power [Gormezano et al. (1991) J . At the same time, an increase
of the q « 1 radius from 0.23 m to 0.32 m was observed on the soft X-ray sawtooth
inversion radius due to the combined doubling of the ICRH power and LHCD switch-off
(Fig. 17) . This current profile modification increased with density up to
neo • 3 x lO1^ m~3 above which the LH power may have been insufficient.

Because of TORE SUPRA circular CDSS section, detailed analysis o£ the self-
inductance variation was rather difficult. However by subtracting the diamagnetic
Px from the Shafranov equilibrium parameter (p// + Pi + li) / 2 we could generally find
a few percent decrease of li. Further studies will be devoted to this subject in
the near future using Faraday rotation to determine the current density profiles.

b) Sawteeth stabilization and "monster aawcoorh" enhancement by combined ICRH/LHCD

Whether related to current profile modifications (q > 1) or not, sawtooth
stabilization by LH waves has been observed in most tokamaks at various frequencies
[Van Houtte et al. (1984); Stevens ec al. (1985); Parlange et al. (1966); Porkolab
et al. (1986); Soldner et al. (1986); Ushigusa at al_. (1990)...). In TORE SUPRA,
such a stabilization was obtained at low densities (ne - 1.5 x 10

19 m"3) at a power
level of 1.8 MW for Ip - 1 MA and above 2 MW for Ip - 1.6 MA. The sawtooth period
was found to increase with power below the stabilization threshold (Fig. 18).
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Fig. 17. Time evolution of the internal Fig. 18. Sawtooth period in TORE SUPRA
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x 1019 m"3 and I,, =* I MA
(top). Thermal ECt signal
(central) during a modulation
of the LH power between 2 MW
and 2.9 MW at Ip - 1.6 MA and
same density (bottom).

With combined ICRH (4 MW) and LHCD (« 1.3 MW) in JET, "monster sawteeth" have been
maintained for up to 2.9 seconds in a 2 MA discharge and 2.3 seconds at 3 MA
[Gormezano et al. (199D). In Fig. 19, a comparison between the duration of ICRH
and ICRH/LHCD sawtooth-free periods clearly indicates that LHCD extends the length
of such periods. The combined effect of ICRH produced fast ions and of the
reduction of the q - 1 radius due to LHCD is thought to be responsible for t.iis
progress.



9 - LH POWER MODULATION EXPERIMENTS AND FAST ELECTRON DYNAMIC.'

In order Co study the power deposition of LH waves and possibly the dynamics of the
suprathermal electrons, a series of modulation experiments have been performed.
Modelling of the quasi-linear electron response to the LH excitation under the
combined influence of slowing down and radial diffusion has been worked out through
the Green's function technique and, as a theoretical guidance for interpreting the
experiments, we review here the main results.

a) Thpor^t: if:al analysis of qi-tnu] t-_aneou3 alowiny down and Hi ffnsion

Following the general approach described in [Rax and Moreau (1989)], we consider.
the Laplace transformed modulated response of the electron distribution function f
(s, 5» u* M) » where Ç is the normalized radius (£ • c/a), u the normalized velocity
(u » v/c) , and Ji • u///u - cos 8 the cosine of the pitch angle. It can be written in
terms of a Green's function Gs (£,' , u', |t'; Ç, u, |il as :

?(s. \, u, n) - d4'du'dU'(Ç'U'
!)G5(4'.u',H

1;Ç,u,n).5L(3,Ç',u',n') (1)

a represents the modulated RF induced £lux in velocity apace and, for the sake of
•simplicity, we have neglected other source terms induced by, the ohmic electric
field. Io_terjis of the absorbed power spectral density WJD. (ujdu, Che flux CT is
given by O - Waei/u//> On the other hand the Green's function can be expressed on the
Legendre polynomials basis P;(H) as ;

Gs

where a is a radial diffusion coefficient for fast electrons, Rn(q) and - ki are
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the diffusion operator, Knn< is a coupling
constant (assumed to vanish for n' * n) due to the density gradient, and H is the
Heaviside function. The frequency analysis can simply be obtained by setting s - jo)
in the previous expression. The time response to a step excitation

du// i n "

can be derived from simple properties of Laplace transforms :

" ' t/K"n / ( I' • " •'" -.'-I r > , ,1
dx' MM 6 S>r.(x') exp [- ka D(X' - x)J (4)

where x » u3/3. Also of interest is Che time derivative of this response:

(5)

which directly exhibits the different physics characterizing slowing down - delayed
response Sjn(u

3/3 + t/Knn) - and diffusion - normal mode exponential attenuation
exp (- t/tn> . Remembering that Sjn is the velocity derivative of the spectral power
density absorbed through resonant wave-particle interaction, one can gain
information about the spectral power deposition and radial diffusion from high
frequency modulation experiments, provided enough time resolution is available in
the fast electron diagnostics (hard X-rays, non-thermal ECE, microwave
transmission...).



b) Modulation experiments TORE SUPRA

At densities nj » 4 x 1019 m"3 and 6 X 1019 m~3 where such experiments were performed
to minimize .he effect of the ohmic electric field, and for a modulated LH power
typically between 2 and 3 MW, a significant electron temperature modulation at the
center was deduced from soft X-ray measurements [Pecquet et al. (1991)] or from
Thomson scattering (Fig. 20) . This observation is in apparent contradiction with
the hollow high energy X-ray profiles discussed in $ 7 and can be explained either
in terms of heat transport, improved energy confinement in the plasma core, or fast
electron transport. Despite a global L-mode degradation, a confinement enhancement
in the center cannot be excluded. In fact soft X-ray emission was modulated witii a
130 ms characteristic time for n,.0 » 9 x 10

19 m"3 and a central temperature increase
of - 300 eV was measured, yielding an apparent power deposition of 50 JcW/m3 which is
25 % of the ohmic power density (Potl - 200 kw/m

3) . From the relative temperature
increase in the center, one would obtain a 15-20% reduction in the central
transport coefficient if one assumes that no LH power is absorbed in the center of
the plasma. In view of the hollow RF current density profile which can be inferred
from high energy X-rays, such an improvement of the central confinement could be
related to a change in the shear in the center, or even to a shear reversal as in
the JET Pellet Enhanced phase ("PEP") [Kupschus eC al. (1991); Smoulders et al.
(199DJ. However no measurement of the qy profiles is available yet to support this
assumption,
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On the other hand, a more detailed analysis of the time responses of the soft X-ray
signale indicates that, apart from a global transport characterized by a 120 ms
time constant, there exists a small delay in the central channel responses
(Fig.21). After some data processing we could obtain approximate z-transformed
transfer functions between the LH power excitation and the various responses.
Assuming that the thermal responses are governed by indirect heating of the bulx
electrons by slowing down ones, one can separate the corresponding transfer
functions into .TWO factors. The first one connects the RF power modulation to the
heat source/ Qrutr and the second one contains the global heat transport
characterized by a longer time scale TO » 120 ms. In terms of the electron
distribution function one finds :

dudu u (6)

which links QIMK to the slowing down and diffusion time scales discussed in the
proceeding subsection. Considering different soft X-ray chords, we have plotted in
Fig. 22 the characteristic time for the appearance of the heat source (deduced from
a phase vs. frequency analysis) as a function of minor radius for typical
modulation experiments at ni - 4 x 10" m~3, PUI " 1-9 to 2.9 MW with 0° and *90°
phasings.
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This time/ td, is only a couple of milliseconds at half radius where roost of the
fast electrons arc produced, indicating that the power absorption spectrum .extends
to smaller phase velocities than the launched spectrum and bridges the so-called
spectral gap (e.g. [Moreau, Rax and Samain (1989)1). Then Td clearly increases when
moving towards the center where it reaches 14 ms. Central heating cannot be due to
locally produced fast electrons since their slowing down time would be smaller in
central regions than in off-axis ones due to a higher density and to a smaller
electron energy (wave accessibility). ft similar central heating has been observed
in DIII-D during off-axis electron cyclotron heating (ECH). It is interpreted as
being due to à non-diffusive heat transport [Petty et al. (1991)] although the
origin of such a heat pinch is not clear.

Instead, central heat deposition could be caused by radial transport of fast
electrons (E > ISO keV) produced at half-radius and reaching the center before they
have completely thermalized. The above characteristic times correspond to a
diffusion coefficient D -(Ar)2/T,i of the order of 10 m2/s and, assuming that this
diffusion is due to magnetic turbulence acting on electrons having half the speed
of light, yields a magnetic fluctuation level 8B/B0 • 10"

4 [Mendonca (1991) ; Garbet
et al. (1990)]. This is therefore plausible, although it would imply magnetic
stochasticity up to the plasma center (note that these experiments were all
performed in. sawtoothing discharges}. Incidently, some shots have been recently
analysed in JET in which pellets were injected during LHCD, and from the ECE
response after the pellet injection a fast electron diffusion coefficient of the
same order of magnitude was estimated [Gondhalekar (1991)].

In summary, it is still difficult to decide between anomalous fast electron
transport, anomalous heat pinch and confinement enhancement in the plasma centre to
explain the observed central heating. The short time constant for the appearance of



//

the heat source happens to be roughly the same as for the build up of the line-
integrated non-thermal (i.e. non-localized) ECE observed from a Fabry-Perot
interferometer (11 ms). It is also consistent with the slowing down time of 250 keV
electrons. On the other hand, local shear modifications over distances of the order
of 10 cm may also take place on such a short time scale wich the help of
sawtoothing, and significantly reduce heat transport in the central plasma.

C - Behaviour of t-hf» m » 1 MHO motte duriny LH power modular-ion In TORE SUPRA

At a density n« - 1.5 X1019 m~3 where sawteeth were stabilized during the whole
modulation phase, and with the same modulation pattern as before (Put * 1-9 to
2.9 MW), a strong m - 1 MHO oscillation could be observed on soft X-rays
(Fig. 23). An oscillation at twice the frequency could also be seen on the
transmission of a 85 GHz RF beam through the plasma column and is attributed to
refraction effects produced by the m - 1 island. While the RF power was modulated,
it was clearly observed that the frequency of the mode was increasing with power
provided that power steps were longer than 32 ms.

At the same time the oscillation was showing up more and more clearly on the non-
thermal ECE. The oscillating part of this emission can be attributed to electrons
having energies in the range 170-230 keV if we assume they are localized within a
20 cm radius from the center. Such energies are compatible with accessibility of
the wave. It cannot be excluded that the strong m - 1 oscillation on the non-
thermal ECE could be caused by a fast electron population inside the island,
differing from the one existing outside or in the ergodic separatrix region. A
coherent RF current response to the m • 1 mode could modify the dispersion relation
of Che mode and be responsible for the change in its structure/stability even in
conditions where q on axis is less than one. Further experiments on this subject
will be of great interest in order to check such hypotheses.

d - Harrt X-ray r«*«OQnfloa in .TF.T duringr LH power modulat'-lon

The time response of hard X-ray emission has been studied in JET during experiments
in which the power was square modulated from 0 to 1.6 MW with a 500 ms period
[Froissard et al. (1991) J. The most striking observation is related to the big
difference between the rise times and the decay times of these signals and to the
energy dependence of these time constants. Me can attribute this difference to the
non-linearity of the power absorption in relation to the filling of the velocity
gap between the thermal population and the phase velocity of the launched waves,
during the rise of the fast electron tail. The decay phases, instead, are governed
by the slowing down of a fully developed energetic tail together with a sudden
increase of the accelerating ohmic electric field.

10 - PELLET FUELLING OF LONG PULSE LH DRIVEN PLASMAS

Attempts to combine repetitive pellet fuelling with LHCD have been made in TORE
SUPRA using a centrifugal pellet injector supplied by Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, under an USDOE/Euratom CEA collaboration. A3 in other experiments
[Soldner et al. (1991)], pellet injection during a steady high power LH pulse
results in a poor penetration of the pellet, typically 20 cm, with only 20 % of the
pellet content deposited into the plasma. However by switching the LH power off for
90 ms before each pellet injection, i.e. leaving enough time for the fastest
electrons to thermalize, successful pellet fuelling was demonstrated during a 9 s
long current flat top in which pellets could penetrate up to half radius as in
ohmic discharges and 50 to SO % of the pellet content was deposited within the
plasma. This was obtained by injecting 28 deuterium pellets into an helium plasma
and is displayed on Fig. 24.

The line averaged density was raised up to n, - 4 x 10" m"° without any gas
puffing, while Zef£ dropped from 4.5 to about 2. The fast electron ECE signal was
decreasing during the density rise, as expected. However the averaged loop voltage
was almost steady, as seen on the flux trace which slope yields 0.6 volt. A total
of 2.6 volt.seconds were saved during this shot.

The possibility of using pellet injection in mixed OH-LH discharges therefore
exists and the time duration of the LH switch-off is short enough to prevent any
current density profile change. This scenario has to be optimized in order to reach
long steady plasmas in TORE SUPRA while keeping the potential advantages of pellet
injection like deep fuelling, density profile control, "PEP" mode confinement.
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Fig. 24. Time evolution of various
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combined pellet fuelling and
LHCD.

11 - CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

Lower hybrid experiments conducted on TORE SUPRA and JET have shown a strong
central temperature increase, even in conditions where the fast electron radial
distribution was hollow. This phenomenon can be due either to a central confinement
improvement during LHCD, to an anomalous heat pinch, or to a fast electron
anomalous transport on a time scale which is comparable with the slowing down time
scale (~ 10-15 ma) . In the case of JET, the strongest electron heating in the
center was obtained with combined LHCD (1.6 MW) and ICRH (4.5 MW) and a synergy has
been observed between the two heating schemes showing that a significant part of
the fast wave was absorbed on the LH-created suprathermal electrons, by Landau
damping and magnetic pumping.

Current profile broadening has been clearly observed consistent with off-axis fast
electrons. While sawteeth are stabilized by low density LHCD in TORE SUPRA, the
duration of ICRH sawtoath-free periods in JET is extended when LHCD is present. The
effect of the LH power on the m - 1 internal mode has been observed in TORE SUPRA,
consisting of an increase of the frequency of the mode while m - 1 oscillations
appear more and more clearly on non-thermal electron cyclotron emission.

As far as current drive efficiency is concerned, values as high as 0.4 x 10JO Am'2/w
have been reached in JET thanks to an LHCD/ICRH synergy and to a high volume-
averaged electron temperature <Te> -1.9 keV. In TORE SUPRA, at lower temperatures
and with Lower Hybrid waves only, the efficiency is about 0.2 x 1020 Am~2/W.

A total of 28 successive pellets have been injected in a partially LH driven
discharge in TORE SUPRA, thus allowing the density to rise to n, . 4 x 10'9 m"3.
This could be achieved by switching off the LH power during 90 ms long periods
before each pellet injection, i.e. without modifying significantly the current
density profile.



In the future, the synergy between LHCD and ICRH will be optimized by removing the
ion cyclotron resonance from the plasma so that more Cast wave power is available
to electron damping. Profile effects will be studied more deeply, including a
possible shear reversal in the center which is thought to result in the central
confinement improvement observed during the JET "PEP" mode. At the same time, long
pulse scenarios will be tested in TORE SUPRA with LHCD, pellet injection and use of
the ergodic divertor, with the aim of producing high performance plasmas for times
much longer than the various characteristic time scales of interest for a fusion
reactor.
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